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Federal Circuit Limits the International Trade Commission’s 
Ability to Exclude Downstream Products of Non-Parties  

BY MICHAEL D. BEDNAREK AND DARRELL N. FULLER  

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit 
(“Federal Circuit”) has ruled that the U.S. 
International Trade Commission (“ITC”) has 
limited statutory authority to prevent non-parties 
from importing downstream products into the 
United States. See, Kyocera et al. v. Int’l Trade 
Comm’n, No. 2007-1493 (Fed. Cir. Oct. 14, 
2008).  

The ITC is a favorite forum in certain industry 
sectors because it offers a powerful injunction 
against importation of infringing products 
regardless of who imports or how the products 
were imported. In the consumer electronics 
sector, for example, computer and television 
products typically contain components from 
many different suppliers integrated into a single 
unit – the so-called “downstream product.” Until 
now, the ITC’s injunctions frequently prevented 
the importation of both the infringing product by 
itself and downstream products that contained 
the infringing product. Thus, for example, an 
injunction preventing importation of a computer 
chip (i.e., the infringing product) would often 
extend to computers containing the infringing 
chip (i.e., the downstream product) – even when 
the computer manufacturer took no part in the 
ITC’s investigation.  

In Kyocera, the Federal Circuit held that the ITC 
could not issue a limited exclusion order barring 
importation of downstream products made or 
imported by parties that were not involved in the 

investigation. The Kyocera decision will have an 
impact far beyond the instant case. Those 
involved in past, present and future ITC 
investigations should consider the immediate 
and future impact of the Kyocera decision. 

The Landscape Before Kyocera 

In recent years, patent owners have flocked to 
the ITC seeking a special injunction called an 
“exclusion order”. An exclusion order instructs 
the U.S. Customs and Border Protection Service 
(“Customs”) to prevent the importation of 
infringing products into the United States. The 
ITC has authority under 19 U.S.C. § 1337 
(“Section 337”) to grant two types of exclusion 
orders as remedies: a general exclusion order 
("GEO") or a limited exclusion order ("LEO"). The 
GEO excludes all products of the type found to 
be infringing – irrespective of the source of the 
product. The LEO, which has been far more 
common than the GEO, also prevents the 
importation of infringing products, but only those 
products manufactured by parties who were the 
respondents in the ITC’s investigation. Of 
particular note, the ITC has frequently expanded 
LEOs to include downstream products made or 
sold by non-parties (i.e., those who were never 
included as respondents in the ITC’s 
investigation). This expansion of LEOs to 
encompass downstream products of non-parties 
is precisely what the Federal Circuit found 
improper in Kyocera. 
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Before Kyocera, the ITC looked to numerous 
factors to determine whether and how an LEO 
should be extended to include non-parties’ 
downstream products. Some of these factors 
included evaluating: the price of the infringing 
product compared to the price of the 
downstream product; the value of the expanded 
remedy to the patent owner; the detriment to 
the respondents found to infringe; the burdens 
imposed on the innocent non-parties who made 
or sold the downstream products; and the 
availability of alternative non-infringing 
downstream products. Proving these factors to 
expand an LEO was significantly easier than 
obtaining a GEO. Under Section 337(d)(2), a 
GEO is only available in two exceptional cases: 
the GEO “is necessary to prevent circumvention” 
of an LEO; or “there is a pattern of violation of 
[Section 337] and it is difficult to identify the 
source of the infringing products.” Accordingly, 
the ITC has issued far more LEOs than GEOs, 
and filled any gaps between the two by 
expanding LEOs to include downstream products 
of non-parties.  

Kyocera Changes the Landscape at the 
ITC 

In Kyocera, the Federal Circuit ruled that an LEO 
could only touch parties and not downstream 
products made or sold by non-parties. Here, the 
patent owner, Broadcom Corp., asserted that a 
number of 3G cellular phone chips made by 
Qualcomm Inc. infringed its patents by the way 
the chips reduced power consumption. Broadcom 
never included the cellular phone manufacturers 
as parties to the investigation – even though it 
could have. Moreover, Broadcom knew that 
nearly all of Qualcomm’s chips at issue were only 
imported after non-parties incorporated them 
into downstream cellular phones. Instead of 
adding the cellular phone manufacturers as 
parties, Broadcom chose to push for an 
expanded LEO reaching the downstream cellular 
phones of companies like Kyocera, LG, Samsung, 
and Motorola. 

The Federal Circuit reasoned that the ITC had 
improperly expanded its remedies beyond those 

articulated by Congress in Section 337(d). 
Specifically, the default exclusion remedy of an 
LEO is expressly “limited to persons determined 
by the [ITC] to be violating [Section 337].” If the 
ITC wants to fashion a remedy extending to non-
parties, it can issue a GEO (assuming one of the 
two exceptional cases are met). On paper, the 
Federal Circuit articulated a simple rule by 
finding that Section 337(d) “permits LEOs to 
exclude only the violating products of 
respondents” (i.e., parties). In practice, this rule 
creates challenges and opportunities for the ITC 
and those involved in past, present and future 
ITC investigations. 

What Next? Immediate and Future 
Impact of the Kyocera Decision 

Though the Kyocera decision could be 
overturned by an en banc panel of the Federal 
Circuit or the U.S. Supreme Court, it would not 
be prudent to count on such an outcome. 
Instead those involved in past, present and 
future ITC investigations should consider the 
immediate and future impact of the Kyocera 
decision. 

For those involved in past investigations, 
consider whether any existing limited exclusion 
orders that exclude downstream products should 
be modified to exclude non-respondent parties. 
The ITC should also expect to see such requests 
soon. 

The Kyocera decision also impacts those involved 
in pending investigations where the named 
respondents do not directly import into the 
United States and the manufacturers or 
importers of downstream products have not 
been named as respondents. Will the ITC permit 
complainants to now name the downstream 
product manufacturers or importers? If not, the 
investigation may be of little ongoing value. 

In future investigations, there may be more 
pressure on the ITC to grant general exclusion 
orders – especially in instances where it is not 
easy to identify all manufacturers or importers of 
the infringing products. In addition, 
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complainants seeking relief in the ITC now must 
include known manufacturers or importers of 
downstream products in their complaints if they 
want those downstream products excluded. This 
may present a challenge when, as is often the 
case, the manufacturer or importer of the 
downstream products is also a customer or 
potential customer of the complainant. 
Depending on the specific structure of the supply 
chain and market, there may be ways to obtain 
a favorable outcome by targeting only certain 

downstream products, but the Kyocera decision 
certainly added a strategic wrinkle to the 
identification of respondents. 

In situations where there are practical reasons 
why the downstream importers cannot be 
named, there will be increased interest in 
general exclusion orders. Only time will tell 
whether, the ITC becomes more receptive to 
granting general exclusion orders in light of the 
Kyocera decision. 

 

   

 

If you have any questions concerning these developing issues, please do not hesitate to contact any of 
the following Paul Hastings lawyers: 

Washington, D.C. 

Michael D. Bednarek 
202-551-1847 
michaelbednarek@paulhastings.com 

Darrell N. Fuller 
202-551-1843 
darrellfuller@paulhastings.com 
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